The Commission on Engineering Undergraduate Education (CEUE)

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION BULLETIN BOARD

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

- **Curriculum Reform: Will Your Living Group Be Involved?** Join Theta Chi and Alpha Phi (in McCormick) as living groups which have set up Student Study Groups on Educational Policy issues. Your views are wanted and will be heard! Ask your living group's President for details, or call Bryan Moser, x3-2696, or Robin Wagner, x3-9051.

- **Tired of Studying?** During your next study break at an MIT library, pick up a copy of any of the 3 just released reports by MIT Committees on educational policy. The reports are available on reserve at the Hayden (Book Reserve Room), Dewey, Barker Engineering, Rotch, and Student Center Libraries. The reports propose changes to the HASS requirement, engineering undergraduate education, and the Science Institute Requirements.

EDUCATION QUESTION OF THE WEEK:

- **How can you learn about 2 years of progress in MIT's curriculum review in less than 2 hours?** Answer: Attend the Faculty Meeting next Wednesday, October 15, 3:15 p.m. in Rm 10-250. The Faculty Committee on the Undergraduate Program will be making a brief report. Students are welcome!

EDUCATION COMMITTEES' REPORTS:

- **The Final Report of the Committee to Design an Integrative Curriculum in the Liberal Arts (Marx Committee)** is done and will soon be available in the MIT Libraries. For more information, call x3-4056.

- **Major Recommendations** of the Final Report of the Committee on the HASS Requirement include:
  1. establishing a new Institute Requirement, a subject(s) on the human contexts of science and technology;
  2. revising the Distribution Requirement to become 4 subjects, one to be taken in each of the 4 areas: Contemporary Societies and Cultures, Historical Studies, Literary Studies, and the Arts;
  3. retaining the Concentration Requirement, such that no concentration consists mostly of subjects teaching primarily math tools, elementary language skills, writing mechanics, or artistic performance alone.

Do you have questions or comments you'd like us to print? Write the Undergraduate Education Bulletin Board. Rm 1-211.

or call Robin Wagner, x3-9051.